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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Helios Horacio Caporaletti has contributed to the dictionary with 28 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 www.wordmeaning.org
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actuario
In Argentina the ACTUARY statistics analisa for eg.  Calculate - recalculate insurance policies, the effects given his high
knowledge of the area many graduates make Master of economics.

ciclocalle
ciclocalle is incorrectly written and should write is as " CYCLE STREET-BIKE PATHS " being its meaning: CICLOCALLE
bike PATHS traced exclusive for the circulation of BICYCLES accelerates the transfer decreases it pollution, prevents
congestion of transit vehicle. It contributes to the aerobic activity, recreation, ecotourism.

enmarcadas
framed is incorrectly written and it should be written as "framing / as" being its meaning:<br>If as called for in the
feminine plural, one could speak of laws, Fotografias.masculino, content, within fixed context.

exotar
exotar is incorrectly written and should write it as "EXHORT-PROFICIENCY" being its meaning:<br>One who recites to
the public from an atrium, podium, balcony to proceed, perform, vote for an idea or action. A commander declaims to his
troop to harangue them in a conflict, without " H " in Portuguese, Brazil

experticia
All knowledge acquired and deserving of be provided so that others give utility either take into account for its
determinations

helio &#40;apolo&#41;
helium ( 41 Apollo; It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Helios" being its meaning:<br>Dios de el Sol in
Greek ( lavish carriage )

hipo sensible
Noticeable hiccups with little or nothing sensitivity. EJ. In the presence of a traumatic event, sensitive inhibiting any
reaction. Possible cognitive condition at the level of the hippocampus,

infiel
infidel is incorrectly written and should be written as "infidel - infelidad" being its meaning:<br>Unfaithful to his partner,
religion,

inmemoriales
immemorial is incorrectly written and should write it as "IMMEMORIAL-In Memorial" being its
meaning:<br>IMMEMORIAL, ( from time ) without registration of echos, works, others. We refer to immemorial by his
condition of lack of record verifiable or transmitted by generations without registration. In memorial can refer to
deceased who dedicates writes epitaph or dedication.

marco teórico
theoretical framework is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Theoretical demarcation," being its
meaning:<br>Something sketched but not test, theory, not carried into practice, Factible error, close to the hypothetical,
assumption, subtraction to give you the theses for their livelihood.



minina
minimum is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Min-" being its meaning:<br>Applicable to minimum, E.g..
maximum or minimum temperature for today,

mkt
Mkt is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Marketing – MKT" being its meaning:<br>MKT.  Abbreviated marketing, provides business knowledge since the presentation of the product-service search for the most appropriate campaign in the market means, working with commercial areas

muchos
many incorrectly written and should be written as "much - much-" being its meaning:<br>Description, demonstration of "
LOT " quantity of items, people,

negociador
Ability of get and give results of mutual interest and benefit quickly.

precontractual
PRE-CONTRACTUAL. Agreement of parties that urgency come to an agreement that more then will be it reflected in
contract certifying the agreed conditions.

primigenios
Primeval, originating from a site, native

proactividad
proactivity is incorrectly written and should be written as "Proactive, proactive," being its meaning:<br>PROACTIVE is
says of that person that not requires of pressure for a task, it carries forward with his initiative, without fear to error
aware of their knowledge

puntos cardinales
cardinal points is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cardinal point" being its meaning:<br>A compass mark
North, South, East, Oesteda the pattern of our location and direction that we love

que ees paradigmatico
ees paradigmatico is incorrectly written and should be written as "Paradigm, Paradigmatico" being its
meaning:<br>Something worth to be studied, compared.

que es ética
What ethics is incorrectly written and should be written as " ETHICS " being its meaning: Ethics my friends is something
both simple and fabulous as life itself. Ethics and morals go hand in hand, ETHICS is what separates us from the evil of
this world with more people with ETHICS world would be wonderful. Who is ethical is correct, it will make everything said
or created with correction and fundamentally regardless of the consequences of their acts since ETHICALLY acted as it
should be CORRECTLY despite criticism and pressure.

que es un cimiento
What a Foundation is incorrectly written and should be written as " FOUNDATION, foundations, cement " being its
meaning: FOUNDATION do something from their bases " with a good foundation, " to do so, strong, solid, no more and
no less just right in exact proportions. Correct ratio of materials for a work, contribution permanent people to run a



company. Concept antonym: restrict material for a work, i.e. little cement, little or almost null contribution to the society
that a Government interfere in the determinations judicial, legislative

se
Road, highway, signalling for entry, I attended, in what makes man pointing virtues, defects, concrete facts of an action. 
" the thing to fact, not it was 34. Fire extinguisher is not signposted

se
" is " It is a pronoun 1st person uppercase = selenium,

singular batalla
singular battle is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Battle, conflict" being its meaning:<br>Personal conflict,
eg.  battle epic for a boxing title

sometidos
subject is incorrectly written and it should be written as "SOMETIDOS – DAS" being its meaning:<br>SUBMITTED, from the personal to the mundane can be submitted to a person to punishment, prize, a plant undergo a place or not, but nothing worse than slavery, plunge of there submission, fear

suelo tecnico
SOIL TECHNICAL-FLOOR TECHNICAL is says of the floor or soil that is placed / prepares for example on one existing
leaving a space 300 / 400 mm for place between both wiring where is installed running electric, laying of network,
telephony to them effects of place on this last " jobs of work for them telemarketer " -RAISED FLOOR in the Assembly of
machinery prepares site installation with ( 41 foundations; and of being needed tacos " anti vibrating " pair that it
mentioned no is damage or harm the operation of others. Since some materials at the time of its production generated
static security are taken care by placing javelins to over 3000 mm of depth to download this energy static.

tanatoturismo
tanatoturismo is incorrectly written and should be written as " TANATOLOGO, Tanatoturismo.  " being its meaning:
TANATOLOGO that professional who prepares a body after his death. Make up, dress up, comb so you have a better
look. almost seems alive.

utilidad pública
public utility is improperly written and should be written as " Utility publishes " being its meaning: utility public if separate
it private of it public we found with two large fields. There are server public. Policeman, postman, Doctor in a hospital
etc. are public servants with the same responsibility to a private one, the police would be a rental vigilador to protect and
confined to an area, the postman would be a Messenger who only carries or moves something preset, and the doctor
though it never shelved his being in a clinic Hippocratic oath cater to patients who have paid their pre pay. As regards
acts of order public differentiate a scribe / actuary that gives faith of an agreement to sign between parts the same
agreement the 1 ° to the be endorsed before this is an instrument legal that is may exhibit and demonstrate its
likelihood. The 2nd is agreement between the parties that any of it can be ignored and has no value before the law


